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Documentary

Lost Cities, Series 2 Raw TV National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Explorer Albert Lin brings his hi-tech archaeology to the mountaintops of Colombia, Jordan and Peru. Albert and his
team perilously scale the peaks of these ancient civilisations with their LiDAR technology where 3D scans uncover
the truth behind the legend of El Dorado, the origins of Petra and the ancestors of Machu Picchu.
Executive Producer: Jane McGoldrick

Gold Rush: White Water, Series 6 Raw TV Discovery
60 min Observational Documentary
Fred and Dustin Hurt put together a team of divers, mountaineers and bush mechanics to help them explore and
mine the dangerous white water rapids of McKinley Creek in Alaska.

WWII From Above Windfall UKTV
60 min Documentary
Charts the most extraordinary events of the Second World War from a brand-new perspective. Matching compelling
photography from the frontline, rarely-seen archive film and remarkable aerial reconnaissance images to their
original locations, the series reconstructs the crucial battles, daring bombing raids and development of the world’s
first cruise and ballistic missiles.

Gold Rush: Freddy Dodge's Mine Rescue Raw TV Discovery
3 x 60 min Factual
After losing his job, Fred Dickinson enlists the help of Freddy and Juan to rescue his homemade operation and tap
into one of Arizona's richest gold veins.

Gold Rush: Dave Turin’s Lost Mines Raw TV Discovery
60 min Observational Documentary, Additional Editor
Dave Turin visits several disused gold mines around the Western United States and decides which mine to get up
and running, turning it into a profitable, working mine.

Lost Treasures of the Maya Windfall Films Nat Geo
60 min Documentary
Explorer Albert Lin ventures into the Guatemalan jungle to explore how a new high-tech treasure map is revealing
tens of thousands of ancient ruins. Now, dozens of archaeologists are heading on a voyage of discovery, exploring
lost ruins for the first time in 1500 years.
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Albert Figg and the Battle for Hill 112 Peter Williams TV
100 min Documentary
Over 7,000 men were killed fighting for Hill 112 in France, 1944. In this feature length documentary, we meet some
of the soldiers who fought the Nazi menace in what became one of the most ferocious battles in modern warfare in
the weeks following D-Day.

Ancient Unexplained Files Rare TV Discovery
4 x 60 min Documentary
21st Century forensic analysis is applied to try and solve some of history’s greatest mysteries.

Lost Treasures of Egypt Windfall Films Nat Geo
60 min Documentary
We follow teams of archaeologists as new discoveries are unearthed and Egypt gives up more of her ancient
secrets.

Arctic Ice Railway Windfall Films Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
The Ontario Northland Railway transports fuel, food and freight, to remote communities throughout deep winter. If
the trains can’t roll through this frozen hell, these people would not survive. This series follows the hardcore crews
and mega-machines battling Mother Nature to keep the trains on track.

Mega Machines Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
We deconstruct the KMAX 1200 Helicopter, pound for pound the strongest heavy lift helicopter in the world.

Building Giants Windfall Films Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary Discovery
It follows the race to build the world’s next generation of engineering wonders – structures and machines that are
more ambitious and more advanced than anything seen before. Eight action-packed episodes track the tension and
drama as engineers push technology to its limits, and strive to construct new marvels for the modern age.

How Do Animals Do That? Wag TV Animal Planet
6 x 30 min Documentary
This forty episode series takes audiences on a journey to find answers to some of the most asked questions about
the animal world.

The Fifteen Billion Pound Railway, Series 3 Windfall Films BBC2
2 x 60 min Documentary
As December 2018 draws ever closer, we follow the crews as they race towards the finish line.
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Unearthed Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
The Titanic. Through state of the art graphics and scientific experiments, we unearth the wreck of the luxury liner
and discover how ice managed to peel open a steel hull and sink the “unsinkable”.

Impossible Builds Windfall Films More4
6 x 60 min Documentary
Flatpack homes are the future – and sometimes a necessity, as we shall see when people choose to live in the most
extraordinary places!

World's Most Secret Homes Windfall Films UKTV
60 min Documentary, Additional editor
This series explores the world’s most secret and remote properties. Each episode explores four different hidden
homes in a range of locations and styles - from secluded houses in forests and luxury bunkers buried underground
to cabins on remote islands and homes hidden in mountains.

Lost Cities of the Maya: Revealed Wild Blue Media Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Archaeologists have speculated for decades that hundreds of lost cities lie hidden in the jungles of Guatemala. Now,
with the help of modern technology, they can at last peel back the canopy – and the discoveries have been
astonishing, revealing a civilization lost for centuries and leading to all the history books about the Maya, having to
be rewritten.

Nazi Megastructures Darlow Smithson National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Fortress Italy: As the Allies advanced through Italy, the Germans turned the country into a fortress in a desperate
attempt to stop their troops, tanks and machines. This is the story of how the Allies overcame incredible odds and
overran over 40 lines of defence.

Strip the Cosmos Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
We peel back the mechanics of the universe and attempt to discover the secrets behind the Big Bang and the
mysterious dark matter that is shaping the cosmos.

Unreported World Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
The Saudi led coalition continues to bomb Houthi rebels in Yemen. Krishnan Guru-Murthy investigates the impact
the onslaught is having on the local civilians and discovers that thousands of children are dying of malnutrition as a
direct result of the war.
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Shipping Wars Megalomedia Channel 4
5 x 30 min Documentary
Independent haulers bid against each other to ship eye-popping items across the UK in an attempt to become
Transporter of the Week.

Amish Dream Homes Windfall Films HGTV
2 x 60 min Factual Documentary
In Montana, USA, we meet the Amish who can design and build some of the most amazing log cabins in the world.
We embed ourselves within this fascinating community, learning about their culture and the challenges to their way
of life in the 21st century.

What on Earth Wag TV Discovery Science
60 min Factual Documentary
Discovery’s popular science series returns for a third series. We investigate and analyse the unusual images
captured across the planet by the 4000 ever-watchful satellites photographing Earth from orbit.

My Floating Home Windfall Films Channel4, FYI, HGTV 2
30 - 60 min Factual Documentary
All across the world, people are beginning to live their lives…on water. We meet the pioneers who are taking the
plunge to build and live on houses that float on rivers.

WWII: Battlefield Recovery Clear Story Channel 5
60 min Documentary
WWII history series following a four-man team as they explore the war zones of the Eastern Front in an effort to
excavate and preserve the forgotten battle relics.

NASA’s Unexplained Files Wag TV Discovery
30 min Documentary
Revealing NASA's top unexplained encounters using original footage and interviews with astronauts and scientists.

Nazi Secret Files Blink Films Discovery
60 min Factual Documentary
The Nazi Jihad: Following the fall of the Third Reich, scores of Nazis fled justice to the Middle East to wage a new war
against Jews across the world, a war that continues to the present day.

Big Kitchens Windfall Films Food Network
3 x 30 min Documentary
Big food, big appetites and big restaurants. This series features delicacies such as the 5-foot wide pizza and the 12lb
hamburger – and the massive kitchens that make them.
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Ultimate Airport: Dubai Arrow Media National Geographic
2 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Observational documentary series stepping behind-the-scenes of Dubai International’s three massive terminals with
unprecedented access to all facets of this mega facility. The series also follows some of the 60,000 staff working
hard to keep it safe, secure, and on schedule.

How the Universe Works Pioneer Productions Discovery
60 min Factual Documentary
Starman: The distances between stars are so vast, how will human beings traverse them in the future? We meet the
engineer who is developing a warp drive, which may one day send human beings across the galaxy. This episode
uncovers the latest research being undertaken to make Homo Sapiens an interstellar species.

Dispatches - Manhunt: Closing in on a British Paedophile Quicksilver Channel 4
60 min Factual Documentary
In July 2013 a British pedophile was arrested in Kenya for child abuse on an unprecedented scale. This is the story of
how the British police brought the man to justice.

Worst Weather Ever Pioneer Productions National Geographic
90 min Feature Documentary
Feature length documentary exploring the recent spate of catastrophic weather events and asking whether they are
harbingers of the future.

Hilary Lister: A Race Against Time Peter Williams TV BBC2
60 min Observational Documentary
Observational documentary about the record-breaking journey made by Hilary Lister. Sailing around the coast of
Britain and how she is the first quadriplegic to achieve this.

Strangest Weather on Earth Pioneer Productions Weather Channel
30 min Factual Documentary Channel 4
This series explores the wild and wonderful world of the weirdest weather on Earth – from raining frogs to volcano smoke
rings – it will feature great visuals and fascinating explorations as to what causes each one.

Unreported World: Quicksilver Channel 4
6 x 30 min Factual Documentary
Hundreds of children sleeping rough in the town of Gigil in Kenya. This film follows the efforts of Dan Ndorito as he
struggles to rescue them from the dangers they face every night and day. But time is running out.
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Strip the City Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Strip The City uses stunning CGI animation to strip major cities naked of their steel, concrete, buildings, roads, rivers
and bedrock – layer by layer – to explore the secret technology and infrastructure that keeps them running.
Reversions.

In the Wake of Our Forefathers Ayn al Shaheen Films Al Rayyan
2 x 30 min Documentary
Before the discovery of gas, Qatar was a very poor country, its people scraping a living out of pearl diving and
fishing. It was a tough existence. Have their privileged descendents got what it takes to ditch their lives of luxury and
live like their forefathers for a week on the sea? Two teams compete to find out!

How Do They Do It? Wag TV Discovery
3 x 30 min Factual Documentary
Exploring the secrets behind the everyday objects and processes that we take for granted.

Military Top Ten Wag TV Military Channel
60 min Documentary
Top Trumps style military series showcasing the fastest, most powerful, strongest and incredible military machines
ever made.

Emergency Abroad October Films Sky 1
60 min Documentary
Following on from the success of Sun, Sea and A & E, this series is taken up by Sky 1 and returns to the Balearic
islands for a more in depth look at the work carried out at some of the major hospital s– and the unlucky tourists
who end up there.

The Badge of Al Rayyan Ayn al Shaheen Films Al Rayyan
60 min Documentary
Formatted television series, following the fortunes of a group of camel trainers as they buy, train and ultimately race
their animals for the prestigious Badge of Al Rayyan trophy.

Doha Heroes RockWallaby Al Rayaan
4 x 30 min Documentary
Groundbreaking fly-on-the wall series charting the life of the metropolitan police force in Doha, Qatar.

The Premier League: The Night Football Changed Forever Peter Williams TV Sky Sports 1
60 min Documentary
The inside story of how the world’s richest football league rose from the ashes of the Bradford fire and horror of
Hillsborough.
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Inside the Muslim Brotherhood Fulcrum National Geographic
60 min Documentary
As the Arab Spring rushes across Africa and the Middle East, this one-off documentary examines the power vacuum
in Egypt and those that could potentially fill it, in particular the Muslim Brotherhood.

Salvage Code Red: Gulf Oil Spill Special Report Steadfast National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Fast turnaround documentary charting the first 36 hours of the doomed Deepwater Horizon oil well that blew up
and sank in the Gulf of Mexico.

Salvage Code Red Steadfast National Geographic
60 min Documentary
An international group of salvers attempt to rescue a stricken tanker off a beach in Virginia before it’s too late.

Married to a Murderer Wag TV Crime &
60 min Documentary Investigation Network
The spouses of infamous murderers reveal their incredible stories.

Wellington Bomber Peter Williams TV BBC 4
60 min Observational Documentary
In 1943 a Wellington Bomber was built in 24hrs. This film meets some of the surviving engineers and factory
workers who worked on the record-breaking attempt - and pilots who flew planes into raids against Nazi Germany.

Half Cut Woman Zig Zag Sky One
60 min Observational Documentary
Shock documentary about an eccentric plastic surgeon who hopes to pioneer a new method of performing
liposuction - and his guinea pig/patient. Is the doctor mad? A genius? Or both?

Human Cloning (The Clone Doctor) Peter Williams TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
A documentary following Dr Panos Zavos, who is the only scientist in the world openly attempting to clone a human.

Grey Dyke on Bevan Peter Williams TV BBC4
60 min Documentary
Greg Dyke explores the life of the founder of the NHS, Aneurin Beven, in this documentary to commemorate the
60th anniversary of the NHS.

Greg Dyke on Reith Peter Williams TV BBC4
60 min Documentary
Greg Dyke, former DG of the BBC, examines the extraordinary life and times of Lord Reith, founder of the BBC.
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Cathedral Peter Williams TV ITV1
8 x 60 min Documentary
Fly-on-the-wall series charting life behind the scenes at Canterbury Cathedral, the heart of the Anglican faith.

Love and War Peter Williams TV ITV1
16 x 30 min - 60 min Factual Documentary
Series telling some of the most beautiful and heart-breaking love stories to emerge from times of conflict.

Kings Peter Williams TV ITV Meridian
6 x 30 min Observational Documentary
Series gaining exclusive insight into the lives of the teachers and pupils at Kings School, Canterbury, the oldest
school in Britain.

Mum Plus One Imago Discovery
Health
15 x 30 min Documentary
Series following the important work of “doulas”, midwives who lend emotional, rather than medical, support during
the final stages of pregnancy.

Underworld at War Peter Williams TV History Channel
7 x 30 min Observational Documentary Meridian
Series uncovering the illegal acts committed on the HomeFront during WWII, featuring interviews with self-confessed
criminals, such as “Mad” Frankie Fraser, and the police officers who tried to keep law and order during the Blackout.

Sir Norman Wisdom: Hero of the South East Peter Williams TV BBC1
60 min Documentary
Paying tribute to one of the world’s most successful comedians, featuring interviews with his contemporaries such
as Roy Hudd and celebrity fans, including Sir Tim Rice. Presented by Paul Ross.

Hillary on Everest PWTV, Tom Scott Productions Channel 4
90 min Documentary
The only documentary featuring contemporary interviews with Sir Edmund Hillary, marking the 50th anniversary of
the ascent of Mt Everest. The programme also features remarkable archive footage of the expedition as well as
interviews with his friends who were with him on the historic adventure. The programme takes the viewer beyond
Everest to the tragedies that befell him later on, his subsequent heartache and his slide into depression. Narrated
by Sir Ian McKellan.
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Secret Army Peter Williams TV History Channel
8 x 30 min Documentary Meridian
Series investigating the secret guerrilla army set up by Winston Churchill to engage the Nazis if they had invaded Britain.
Features drama recon, interviews with the ordinary men who were trained as assassins and saboteurs – and archive
footage from the Imperial War Museum.

The First Human Clone: Conception Peter Williams TV Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Documentary charting the development of the first cloned human embryo designed to develop into the world’s first
cloned human. The only programme in the world to gain exclusive access to this groundbreaking work being carried
out by Dr Panos Zavos.

Martha Gellhorn: On the Record Peter Williams TV BBC4
75 min Documentary
Biographical documentary taking the viewer across the globe, exploring the remarkable life and career of Martha
Gellhorn, the world’s first female war correspondent and former wife of Ernest Hemingway. Features interviews
with her friends, contemporaries and surviving family members as well as a wealth of archive footage taken from a
career that spanned one of the darkest chapters in human history, from the Spanish Civil War to Vietnam.

Margate Meltdown Peter Williams TV BBC2
30 min Documentary
What happens when hundreds of middle-aged Mods and Rockers congregate in Margate 40 years after their first
confrontation? Includes archive footage of the riots and contemporary interviews with the former thugs and
policemen.

Doodlebug Summer Peter Williams TV Meridian, LWT
6 x 30 min Documentary
Series documenting the reign of terror that Hitler’s vengeance weapons brought upon the UK in the closing stages
of WWII. Includes eyewitness accounts of the atrocities committed during 1944-5 and breath-taking footage of the
devastation.
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Factual Entertainment

Cooks to Market Splash Media Sky Living
60 min Entertainment
Two culinary couples battle it out in the kitchen and the marketplace to produce and sell their homemade products.
The prize? The opportunity to pitch their food to a panel of experts and a chance to get their creation on to
supermarket shelves.

Sun, Sea and A&E October Films Sky 1
60 min Factual Entertainment
The hit show that gives an up close and personal look at what happens when hapless Brits swap a sun-lounger for a
hospital bed – and Sangria for stitches.

New Boy Imago Channel 4
60 min Entertainment
Can life-coach Kate Marlow turn four failing teenage boys’ lives around and make them top of the class, kings of cool
and the subject of schoolgirl fantasies - in just 4 weeks?

Coastal Kitchen Imago Anglia, UKTV Food
10 x 30 min Entertainment
Chef Danny Boome explores Norfolk’s coastline and cooks up some culinary delights from the local produce. Nominated
for Best Regional Factual Series – Creative Industry Awards.

The Coach Imago Discovery Health
15 x 30 min Entertainment & Leisure
Life coach Pete Cohen travels the country offering his expertise to help people change their lives forever, from
helping a poor soul overcome chronic shyness to a woman with multiple phobias.

X Machines Wag TV Discovery US
8 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Fast-paced, action-orientated series showcasing the world’s most extreme vehicles.

Sporty Facts Imago Anglia
20 x 30 min Sport Show
Light-hearted sports quiz show presented by comedian Kevin Day featuring teams from all over East Anglia
competing for the Sporty facts Gold Cup.
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My Way, Series 1 and 2 Peter Williams TV Meridian
12 x 30 min - 60 min Entertainment
Popular series of interviews exploring the motivational forces driving some of the UK’s most successful people,
featuring interviews with former gangster, Eddie Richardson; former MP, Jonathan Aitken; footballer James Beattie;
entertainer Toyah Wilcox and fashion designer Zandra Rhodes.

Songs of Praise Peter Williams TV BBC1
45 min Entertainment
From the Kent and Canterbury Hospital.
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